Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are potential emitters for applications such as opto-electronic and bio-devices. Due to their high photostability and color size-tunable properties, they are widely used in solar cells^[@CR1]^, light emitting diodes^[@CR2],[@CR3]^, bio-labeling^[@CR4]^ and bio-imaging^[@CR5]^ due to their high photostability and color size-tunable properties. At the single emitter level, semiconductor QDs are a promising non-classical light of room-temperature single-photon source (SPS)^[@CR6],[@CR7]^ and entangled photon source^[@CR8]^ in quantum applications. Recently, the quantum states have been exploited in various "hybrid" mechanical systems^[@CR9]--[@CR13]^ that can be functionalized with an electrode, magnet or mirror. In such applications, it is critical to integrate SPS-single QD into different functionalized structures so that their optical properties can be optimized and/or interfaced with the modulation of external factors. A typical approach involves controlling the electric^[@CR14],[@CR15]^ and optical fields^[@CR16],[@CR17]^. However, the manipulation of the SPS in a three-dimensional (3D) fluid space using a magnetic field has not been previously demonstrated.

In a fluid, precise structures movements are notably harder to control due to additional mechanical degrees of freedom and unbounded displacement of the liquid such as rotational flows, evaporating fluctuations, and free surface with tension force^[@CR18]--[@CR20]^. With the aid of an external magnetic field, functionalized structures and devices have recently been controlled to propel and target^[@CR21],[@CR22]^ in the fluid, thus demonstrating multifunctional capabilities. These structures have bright prospects for accessing new quantum mechanical systems, which has motivated our research that is working towards controlling and manipulating the motion of a SPS coupled into mechanical photonic structures.

In this work, we demonstrate for the first time, the motion manipulation of a SPS (colloidal QD) in a 3D fluidic space. Multifunctional devices, each containing a single QD, are fabricated on a hybrid material consisting of colloidal CdSe/CdS QD, iron oxide Fe~3~O~4~ magnetite nanoparticles (MNPs), and a commercial SU-8 photoresist. The single QDs are deterministically coupled into 2D and 3D magneto-photonic structures using the low-one photon absorption (LOPA) direct laser writing (DLW) technique. By applying an external magnetic field, the coupled SPS can be navigated to perform various controlled movements. Furthermore, two types of devices, contact-free and in-contact structures, are investigated for different manipulation purposes. The fluorescence, magnetic and mechanical properties of the structures are characterized to show their multifunctional capabilities and their potential to be used in various applications.

Results and discussion {#Sec2}
======================

In order to fabricate magneto-photonic devices, we first prepare a hybrid material by incorporating colloidal CdSe/CdS nanocrystals and Fe~3~O~4~ MNPs into commercial SU-8 photoresist. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the QDs and MNPs are shown in Fig. S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}(a,b)- Supplementary Information. The colloidal QDs, which have a 2.5-nm-diameter CdSe core and a 5-nm-thick CdS shell, are chemically synthesized as described by Mahler *et al*.^[@CR23]^. The preparation of the iron oxide MNPs in ethanol (10-nm-diameter NPs) is reported in previous work^[@CR24]^. By choosing the SU-8 photoresist to host QDs and magnetite NPs, we attempt to synthesize a patternable hybrid composite^[@CR25]^, allowing for various photo-lithography techniques^[@CR26],[@CR27]^. QDs and MNPs, which are randomly distributed in the SU-8 matrices, are chemically compatible with the photoresist. Within both solutions, cross-linked SU-8 and CdSe/CdS QDs maintain their fluorescence while the MNPs are well-dispersed due to the viscosity effect of the polymer. The concentration of the MNPs has been previously optimized^[@CR24],[@CR28]^ for the particle loading ability of the photoresist, the deformation of the 3D designs, and the magnetic response of the structures. The concentration of the QDs was also tuned to obtain a micrometer interdot-spacing between individual QDs. Note that the coupled QD can be preserved for a long period of time up to several months^[@CR25]^.

The absorption spectra of the hybrid material and separated components are measured by a Perkin-Elmer spectrometer and represented in Fig. [1(a)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The absorption curve of the hybrid material (black curve) shows a similar trend that of pure SU-8 photoresist (green dashed curve), both of which have a low absorption rate at wavelengths longer than 400 nm and increase sharply at higher energetic wavelengths. Colloidal QDs have strong absorption at wavelengths lower than 500 nm, while MNPs have a typical absorption peak at 400 nm. Due to the low concentration of both QDs and MNPs in the mixture, their contribution to the absorption of the hybrid material is small compared to that of the SU-8. This property is crucial for the fabrication of 2D and 3D structures using the LOPA-based DLW technique on this hybrid material. This is because this technique requires a low absorption rate at the excitation wavelength of 532 nm^[@CR29],[@CR30]^, as indicated by the vertical green line in Fig. [1(a)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 1Characterizations of the hybrid material. (**a**) Measured absorption spectra of the hybrid material and separated components at ambient condition. (**b**) Morphological atomic force microscope (AFM) image of a 10-*μ*m-thick film of the hybrid material. (**c**) Magnetic force microscope (MFM) image of the corresponding film.

Before fabrication, the hybrid material is spin-coated on a glass substrate. Figure [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the morphology of a 10-*μ*m-thick film of the hybrid material surface, which has a root-mean-square error (RMS) of 1.5 nm. Note that the NPs doped in the polymer have an unobservable effect on the material due to the nano-molar interspacing of the colloidal QDs and the optimal concentration of the MNPs. The distribution of MNPs is presented in Fig. [1(c)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} by using a magnetic force microscope (MFM). Individual MNPs near the surface of the material are captured at the stronger spots of magnetic force interaction. The images of a larger scanned area of 100 *μ*m^2^ are shown in Fig. S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}(e,f) - Supplementary Information. This provides clear evidence that the MNPs are homogeneously dispersed throughout the hybrid material, and contribute significantly to the high quality of the magneto-photonic devices after fabrication. This is discussed in the following.

By employing the LOPA-based DLW technique, we can couple single QDs into magneto-photonic structures. Figure [2(a)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} represents the LOPA set-up. It is combined with an optical confocal configuration used for fluorescent imaging, and with a Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) system used for characterizing the generation of single photons. These tasks are performed using a single 532 mn continuous-wave (CW) laser. The fabrication technique^[@CR29]^ is based on ultra-low, one-photon absorption of the writing material. This enables the focusing spot to penetrate within the material, thus permitting the ability to fabricate 3D structures. There are two main steps for embedding a single emitter into photonic structures: (i) locate the position of the individual QDs by using a sufficiently low excitation laser power (a few *μ*W) and (ii) fabricate desired structures with a high laser power (a few mW) around the pre-chosen QD. Figure [2(b)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} presents the location of individual QDs in the hybrid material film. This was obtained by mapping the fluorescence of the QDs with 5 *μ*W laser power. Each bright spot corresponds to a single QD, which is verified by its antibunching property. A single QD is then selected to be coupled into the structure by writing with a 5 mW laser power. A local thermal effect at the focusing spot^[@CR31]^ causes cross-linked polymeric structures to form immediately; thus there is no need for the conventional post baking step. Figure [2(c)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} presents the fluorescent image of an embedded QD in a micro-wheel structure after the writing process. The fluorescence of the micro-wheel shape confirms the cross-linking of the SU-8 after the laser scanning. Extracting the data of the QD's fluorescent spot along one transverse line (in the transverse plane) and one longitudinal line (in the propagation plane) allows one to obtain the peak position. Fitting this with a Gaussian function, the QD position is determined at the peak of the fitted curve with standard error reaching as low as 5 nm and 10 nm for transverse and longitudinal planes, respectively (Fig. [2(c)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}-subset). Using the same approach, the single QD can be incorporated into any arbitrary structure on demand.Figure 2Low-one photon absorption (LOPA) direct laser writing (DLW) technique. (**a**) Schematic of the LOPA-based DLW set-up combined with the Hanbury Brown and Twiss experiment for both fluorescence characterization and structural fabrication. APD: Avalanche Photodiode. Fluorescence map of (**b**) individual QDs within the film of the hybrid material and (**c**) a single QD coupled to a micro-wheel structure after the writing process.

Since magnetic and mechanical characteristics are shape dependent, the behavior of the hybrid structures can be varied. In order to study this effect, we investigate contact-free magneto-photonic structures. In order to release the devices from the substrate, we polymerized the pattern in the middle of the hybrid material film (see Methods for more details). Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} depicts two designs of the contact-free devices as well as manipulation of their motion. A symmetric micro-wheel is fabricated for this experiment, as shown Fig. [3(a,b)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The structure carries a single QD in the center as evidenced by the sub-set fluorescent image. The bright spot indicates the position of the QD, which was characterized to confirm the single photon emission both before and after the fabrication process. After the fabrication of the structures, we demonstrated the translational movement of the structures in a fluidic environment, as shown in Fig. [3(d)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Due to the magnetic component preserved within the structures, an external magnetic field generated from a bar magnet can be applied to manipulate them. The magnetic flux density, measured by a digital Gaussmeter (GM07-Hirst Magnetic Instrument, UK) with a transverse probe, is 10 mT at the sample position. The micro-wheel structure was manipulated to perform a linear displacement for distances varying between a few micrometers to hundreds of micrometers. The average velocity of the structure achieved 7.4 *μ*m per second using the above mentioned magnetic flux density. We also present an example of an asymmetric contact free shape in the form of a micro-arrow, as shown in Fig. [3(c)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The location of the single QD is indicated by the corresponding fluorescent image. Due to the asymmetric shape, the micro-arrow structure is used to perform rotational movements. Figure [3(e)](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows a series of screen-shots of a micro-arrow structure under an optical microscope. In this image, the micro-arrow is submerged in the solution and under the control of a uniform external magnetic field (10 mT), generated from a U-shaped magnet. The resulting movements display rotation at different angles. Comparing the orientation of the applied magnetic field and alignment of the arrow allows us to obtain the linear response of the micro-device. For example, the 90° rotational angle of the magnetic field was completely followed by a 90° rotational angle of the micro-arrow. The responses of the contact-free magneto-photonic devices suggests that by programming the applied external magnetic field, more advanced motion manipulations can be performed on this type of device. This yields much potential in further developments of motion manipulation on the microrobotic platform.Figure 3Contact-free devices with incorporated SPS and their movement manipulation in a fluidic environment. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the contact-free structures: (**a**) multiple and (**b**) single micro-wheel structure, (**c**) a micro-arrow structure, with their corresponding fluorescent image in the sub-set. Optical microscope images of (**d**) the micro-wheel performing translational displacement and (**e**) the micro-arrow performing rotational movement.

We also developed a second type of magneto-photonic device by investigating in-contact structures. In this experiment, a single QD is coupled into the center of a micro-wheel that is attached to a vertical micro-spring (a model is illustrated in Fig. S[2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} - Supplementary Information). As an in-contact structure, micro-springs are fabricated with a fixed position on the glass substrate. This is shown in Fig. [4(a)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. To incorporate a single QD into the structure, the same approach is used as mentioned above. Figure [4(b)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} presents the fluorescent map of 5 micro-spring structures with a single QD at the center of each integrated micro-wheel. This fluorescent image was taken before the development process. Thus, the QDs outside of the patterns remain in the SU-8 monomers (uncross-linked area). After the development step, the coupled QDs are preserved within the structures while the others are removed by the development solution. Figure [4(c)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the transmission microscope image (top view) of the 5 corresponding micro-spring structures. They are stable standing in the fluidic environment when no force is being applied to them.Figure 4In-contact device and its controllable manipulation. (**a**) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a micro-spring. (**b**) Fluorescent map of fabricated micro-spring structures with a integrated QD at the center of the micro-wheel before the development step. (**c**) The transmission optical microscope image of micro-spring structures corresponding to (**b**) the fluidic environment. (**d**) The transmission optical microscope images of a micro-spring at different bending stage when deliberately changing the direction of the magnetic flux in a semicircular track above the sample. (**e--h**) The orientation of structures toward higher gradient of magnetic field with depicted magnetic field gradient direction.

In the presence of an external magnetic field, these in-contact devices can perform complex movements that display the mechanical properties of the structures in the fluidic environment. By introducing a magnetic field of 10 mT, an attractive interaction of the devices was observed as the structure bent in the direction of higher magnetic flux density. To fully study the linear response of this structure, the direction of the magnetic flux was manipulated in a semicircular track above the sample. The resulting movements of the micro-spring structure are illustrated in a series of screen-shots (Fig. [4(d)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, we tested a group of 5 micro-spring structures, verifying a uniform response of magnetic patterns in a large area. Figure [4(e--h)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} presents the different orientations of the group of structures toward the higher magnetic field gradient. The consistent behavior and the linear response of the five individual structures are evident due to the high quality of the hybrid material and the strong magnetic property of the devices.

To provide further insights into the nano-mechanical properties of the hybrid material, we investigated the spring elasticity under the influence of the external magnetic field. Using the same permanent bar magnet equipped with a microscale translator, different magnetic flux densities were generated at the sample position by varying the distance (mm range) between the magnet (one end) and the sample (center position). Figure [5(a)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} presents the measured magnetic flux density versus the distance (red dots). The maximum detected magnetic flux density (173 mT) was obtained at one end of the magnet and exponentially decreased as we moved the magnet farther from the sample. The measured data is consistent with our calculations (purple line). The attractive force induced from the magnetic field causes the micro-spring structure to stretch. As illustrated in Fig. [5(b)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, a single micro-spring structure is manipulated to stretch with different extensions, to recover, and to deform in the liquid environment. The extension of the micro-spring (Fig. [5(b)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) is measured and graphed in Fig. [5(c)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} as a function of the applied magnetic field. At an equilibrium state, the micro-spring has a length of around 8.3 *μ*m (Fig. [5(b1)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). When the magnetic field increases, the induced magnetic force increases, causing the micro-string to stretch. Note that the micro-spring nearly triples in length at its maximum extension (23.8 *μ*m-Fig. [5(b5)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) compared to its length at the equilibrium state. When the magnetic field is removed, the micro-spring returns back to the unstrained position and has a length of 9.65 *μ*m (Fig. [5(b4)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The micro-spring displacement is linearly proportional to the influence of the applied magnetic field, which is proportional to the induced magnetic force. Experimental data is fitted linearly to confirm this behavior of the micro-spring (Fig. [5(c)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). When a greater magnetic field (≥15 mT) is applied on the sample, the micro-spring makes an irreversible stretch and becomes deformed (Fig. [5(b7)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). All of these characteristics are typical properties of a conventional spring. From these results, it is clear that the fabricated micro-spring structures possess the typical mechanical properties of a spring.Figure 5The elasticity of the micro-spring under the influence of an applied external magnetic field. (**a**) The dependence of the magnetic field on the distance, d, from a magnet to the sample position. (**b**) The stretching, recovery, and irreversible performance of a micro-spring structure under the influence of the applied magnetic field, as observed by the transmission microscope. (**c**) The dependence of spring displacement on the applied magnetic field. The green area denotes for the recoverable zone of the micro-spring and the yellow zone denotes for the irreversible zone of the micro-spring.

After manipulation in the liquid environment, the external magnetic field and the liquid solution are removed to examine the optical properties of the structures. Figure [6(a)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} presents an emission spectrum of a QD using an Ocean Optic USB2000+ Spectrometer with a resolution of 0.35 nm at room temperature. The curve is fitted with a Gaussian function to extract the emission peak at 620 nm and the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of around 30 nm. The emission rate is characterized as the function of the excitation power in the range of 50 *μ*W to 1 mW. The emission rate increases from a thousand counts per second (cps) to around 0.7 million cps and becomes saturated at a power larger than 600 *μ*W (Fig. [6(b)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The antibunching property of the coupled QDs is characterized by the HBT experiment equipped with TimeHarp 260 Correlation card, PicoQuant. The green area in Fig. [6(b)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} indicates the value of the excitation power and the corresponding fluorescence rate for which we can obtain the single photon emission (*g*^(2)^(0) ≤ 0.5). In order to avoid the over-pumping on QD, resulting in multi-excitation and photo-bleaching, a low excitation power at around 5 *μ*W is commonly used^[@CR32]^. The single photon quality is obtained at *g*^(2)^(0) ≈ 0.1 with a time bin of 0.4 ns (Fig. [6(c)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The time-resolved fluorescence decays of the SU-8/Fe~3~O~4~ medium and of a QD in this medium are also measured. The exponential fits of these plots indicate lifetimes of 3.7 ± 0.15 and 45.19 ± 0.91 ns, respectively (Fig. [6(d)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These fluorescence behaviors of the coupled QD are consistent with our previous studies^[@CR25],[@CR33]^. This result confirms that no change in the QDs' optical properties occur after external treatments and manipulations. Due to the chemical-resistant and bio-compatible characteristics of the cross-linked SU-8, the fabricated structures are able to be manipulated in various types of chemical and bio-fluid liquid environments without the degradation of the QD properties.Figure 6Characterization of the coupled QD after the manipulation. (**a**) Emission spectrum of a coupled QD in the structure fitted with a Gaussian function to extract the emission peak at 620 nm and full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of around 30 nm. (**b**) The dependence of emission rate of the coupled QD as the function of the excitation power, excited by the green laser at 532 nm. Green area indicates a region obtaining single photon emission *g*^(2)^(0) ≤ 0.5. (**c**) Antibunching curve of the coupled QD with the fitted value of *g*^(2)^(0) ≈ 0.1. (**d**) Time-resolved fluorescence decay of the SU-8/Fe~3~O~4~ mixture and of a QD in the mixture with fitted lifetime of 3.7 ± 0.1 and 45 ± 1 ns, respectively.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated for the first time the controllable movement of a SPS within 3D multifunctional magneto-photonic devices. The single QDs have been deterministically coupled into either contact-free or in-contact structures using the LOPA-based DLW technique. Via an external magnetic field, the coupled QDs were manipulated to perform various movements while retaining a bright SPS. The fluorescence, magnetic, and mechanical properties of the devices were then characterized to display a variety of capabilities, thus showing great potential for fluorescence-magnetic bimodal structuring, nano-machining, quantum technology, and other multidisciplinary applications.

Methods {#Sec3}
=======

Elaboration of the hybrid material {#Sec4}
----------------------------------

The colloidal CdSe/CdS core/shell QDs were initially diluted in a hexane/octane (C6/C8) solution. The QD solution is changed to toluene in order to disperse them evenly in the SU-8 photoresist (MicroChem.). The QDs in toluene were then gradually injected with a low concentration into a bath of SU-8 monomer with constant stirring. Notice that with a high concentration of QDs one obtains a dispersion of clusters rather than a mono-dispersion of CdSe/CdS QDs in the polymer material. The mixed solution was stirred for 4 hours to evaporate the toluene solution and thus obtain a homogeneous distribution of QDs, resulting in the initial SU-8 viscosity level of the QDs/SU-8 nanocomposite. The iron oxide Fe~3~O~4~ MNPs in ethanol were then added to the mixture followed by a 30-minute treatment in an ultrasonic bath. Different types of epoxy-based negative photoresist, SU-8 2000.5, SU-8 2002, SU-8 2005, SU-8 2010, and SU-8 2025 with different viscosities of 2.49 cSt, 7.5 cSt, 45 cSt, 380 cSt, and 4500 cSt, respectively, were used as candidates for hosting the QDs and MNPs. The dispersion of Fe~3~O~4~ MNPs in the mixture was also investigated with different concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 2 *wt*%. Finally, nanocomposite solutions of various viscosities and concentration levels were stored in a dark, nonmagnetic environment and examined by optical microscopy as a function of time.

Fabrication of contact-free and in-contact devices {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------

A cw green laser beam (*λ* = 532 nm) is tightly focused into the sample by an oil-immersion (NA = 1.3) objective lens. The sample is translated in 3D space following a controllable trajectory by a high-resolution Piezoelectric Nanopositioning system (P-563 PIMars, PI). The structures are fabricated using different powers (from 10 *μ*W to 40 mW) and different scanning speeds (from 1 *μ*m/s to 8 *μ*m/s). Due to an optically induced thermal effect at the focusing spot, the fabricated structures are completely polymerized (cross-linked) after the scanning (see Fig. S[2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}(a)-Supporting Information) without the post-exposure baking process. Within the structures, the MNPs and QD are preserved in a coupled position. Meanwhile the ones in the SU-8 monomers are removed by the development step. The contact-free structures have a radius of 3 *μ*m, a width of 400 nm for the micro-wheel structure, and a length of 8 *μ*m for the micro-arrow structure.Before releasing the contact-free devices from the glass substrate, a distance from the fabricated structures to the substrate must be considered (about few *μ*m). The monomers layer under the pattern will act as a sacrificial layer which allows one to release the structures into the solution. In contrast with contact-free structures, the in-contact structures were fabricated from the interface of the polymer and the substrate so that the structures are fixed on the glass substrate and thus unable to be manipulated externally. The design dimensions of the in-contact device have a radius R, micro-wheel linewidth *W*~*wheel*~, nano-coil linewidth *W*~*coil*~, vertical pitch P, length of spring L, and number of turns, N, which are 3 *μ*m, 1 *μ*m, 0.5 *μ*m, 1.5 *μ*m, 7 *μ*m and 4, respectively. (see Fig. S[2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}(b) - Supplementary Information). To develop the structures, the samples were emerged in SU-8 developer, then in isopropannol, and finally in distilled water for 2 minutes to get rid of unexposed parts and leaving the desired structures on the glass substrate.

Manipulation of contact-free and in-contact devices {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------------------

After the structural writing processes, the devices with a single coupled QD were transferred to a transmission optical microscope for observation and magnetic manipulation. Both contact-free and in-contact devices can be fabricated and manipulated at the same time as illustrated in Fig. S[2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}(c)-Supporting Information. For simplicity, we directly employed the SU-8 developer as a fluidic environment to perform the controlled movement of the devices. After emerging the sample in SU-8 developer, the devices are immediately released into the solution. Next, a permanent bar magnet is introduced to generate an external magnetic field for the movement manipulation (see Fig. S[2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}(d)-Supporting Information). By adjusting the distance from the magnet to the sample we are able to control the magnetic flux density which has different effects on the structures. Consequently, the devices are manipulated and recorded on the optical microscope.
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